
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Five Have Plenty Of Fun. First edition. Author.Â Berta is hiding and only the famous five can protect her. This book contains 22 chapters describing the adventures of the five. References. Â "Five Have Plenty of Fun by Enid Blyton", www.enidblytonsociety.co.uk. See 1 question about Five Have Plenty Of Fun. Lists with This Book. Â More fun and high jinks from the Famous Five, another exciting adventure, a good mix of friendship, mystery and daring does, plenty of fun and a really good read for youngsters. flag 15 likes Â Like Â see review. May 01, 2020 Alex rated it liked it Â review of another edition. Â To view it, click here. Five Have Plenty of Fun. Brief Summary by Poppy Hutchinson (from www.enidblytonsociety.co.uk): A mysterious arrival at Kirrin Cottage, in the middle of the night, sparks excitement amongst George and her cousins. Berta is a vulnerable, young American girl, (daughter of a rich man) who is fleeing kidnappers and the Kirrin Household have been personally asked to protect and disguise her. When I first read the book round the age of eleven or so I was quite attracted to Berta but my attention was eventually re-directed towards a couple of other EB females! The famous children are growing older and Eileen Soper the artist records their changing physical appearance fairly accurately although more upwards than outwards but then I suppose you couldn't have a fat member of the Famous Five. As far as the title goes it may once again have been a little difficult to be more specific without revealing too much.Â Five at Kirrin Cottage Again? Five Have Plenty of Fun? O.K! Further Illustrations Reload page to show illustrations.